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Abstract 

The Microthrust project aims to deliver an efficient and scalable electric propulsion system for very small 

form factor satellites. For this aim, a thruster chip (THC) is being developed at EPFL, Switzerland, that 

uses a strong electric field to accelerate charged particles from hollow ‘needles’. The particles are emitted 

from the propellant, a liquid that consists of positive and negative ions. 

 

To propel these charged particles, both an ‘extraction voltage’ is needed that extract the particles from the 

liquid and an ‘accelerator voltage’ that accelerates and focuses the beam.  A small form factor of 

80x80x20mm is required for the power and control system (PCS) to generate these voltages and control 

the THC. 

The voltage of the accelerator plane is defined as 0V while a voltage is applied to the ‘particle emitter’, so 

in fact an emitter voltage and an extraction voltage are generated.  

The emitter voltage, which is typically between 3kV and 4kV, is generated using a Royer circuit combined 

with a voltage doubler. The Royer circuit generates an AC voltage from 12V DC input through a self-

oscillating circuit that is fed in a transformer. A doubler circuit doubles and rectifies this output. To 

regulate the output voltage, the 12V supply of the Royer circuit is periodically interrupted using a 16kHz 

PWM signal, which is generated by a microcontroller. The controller continuously monitors the emitter 

voltage and adjusts the PWM signal accordingly based on PID control software. As efficiency was initially 

not good, a lot of effort has been spent to improve this circuit which eventually succeeded using a careful 

component selection 

 

Extraction voltage is generated from the emitter voltage by using a controllable resistor divider. This is 

possible since the extractor plane of the thruster chip should not draw a current. The control of this 

bypass is a similar, but not identical, to the PID control for the emitter voltage. 

 

As the spacecraft needs to remain electrically neutral, both a positive and negative stream of particles 

needs to be emitted simultaneously. Functionality was therefore split among two boards, one creating two 

opposite emitter voltages of up to 4kV and the other creating up to four extraction voltages. 

Communication between boards was done using a serial bus and a state machine as command parser. 

A  graphical user interface on a PC allows user control of the PCS. 

The PCS is able to produce two opposite emitter voltages and four extractor voltages on two 80x80mm 

boards with an efficiency of >50% above 1W. The accuracy requirement (1%) and ripple regarding the 

emitter voltage has been met, but that of the extraction voltage (0.1%) not fully. We were able to 

successfully generate thrust using our PCS and the microthrust thruster chip. 
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EPFL = Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne 

ESTEC = European Space Research and Technology Engineering Center 

FEEP = Field Emission Electrospray Thruster 

FET = Field Effect Transistor 

FM =  Flight Model 

HVPS = High Voltage Power Supply 

IA = Instrumentation Amplifier 

iEPC = International Electric Propulsion Conference 

Isp = Specific Impulse 

I2C = IIC, inter integrated circuit communication protocol 

IDE =  Integrated Development Environment 

MTPS = Microthrust Power System 

PCB = Printed Circuit Board 

PCS = Power and Control System 

PWM = Pulse Width Modulation 

S/C = Space Craft 

THC = Thruster chips (microfabricated thruster arrays) 

TMS = Thruster Module System, which is the THC plus holder and peripherals 

TRL = Technology Readiness Level 

UART =  Universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter 
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Preface 

This document is the conclusion of a thesis project that started for me in May 2012 at a company 

that had an interesting project involving a “novel and experimental space thruster”. This description 

is what one envisions when starting an engineering study and I was happy to take part of this project 

as graduate project. 

 

Microthrust had already started a year earlier in 2011, so my work began with digging through, not 

always relevant, documentation and viewing puzzling schematics. After some time and a few brief 

meetings, I knew enough to start testing on the initial prototype, which contained a bit of software 

and circuits that were not quite functional. After many iterations of testing, developing software and 

hardware modifications by Martin the Jong, a heavily modified prototype was flown to Switzerland in 

November 2012 to combine with the 2012 version of the microthrust thruster chip. It took almost a 

day of tweaking using a lab-supply and trying several thruster chips before an electrospray was 

detected and the thruster chip was deemed operational, so our microthrust Power and Control 

System (PCS) could be tested. This version of the thruster chip usually operated only for a few 

minutes and never longer than 30 minutes, so it was surprising that after two hours of operation the 

chip was still generating thrust. The setup was left to run overnight and was still in operation the next 

morning.  

In January 2013 the new PCS was presented during a meeting at TNO. This PCS was a miniaturized 

version of its predecessor with many improvements. With great improvements comes great risk, and 

indeed during development of new software to control the different components, problems like 

noise and crossover due to the tight margins were identified and mitigated. When the PCS was finally 

stable a test was planned in May 2013 and we went to Queen Mary London where a vacuum thruster 

chip test setup was available. The board was placed in vacuum, and broke down. After repairs and 

modifications a new test in London was planned resulting in another breakdown. After two 

unsuccessful trips to the UK a local high vacuum testing location was needed to simulate operating 

conditions in vacuum as apparently the board was affected by this. Testing facilities were found in 

the form of a vacuum deposition oven and later at a small start-up at the TU-Delft. After several of 

these tests, and more iterations of improvements, a new trip to London was due. Finally in October 

2013, near the end of the project a successful test was booked. The project ended in December 2013. 

Although the level of readiness was not as advanced as initially was aimed at, the response from ESA 

was very positive and development on the microthrust thruster chip is still ongoing. 
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1 Introduction 

Small spacecraft like the Delfi-N3xt6 and the SwissCube project2, provide a low-cost access to space. 

In recent years more and more functionality available to the full sized counterparts became available 

for this type of spacecraft29.  Currently however, there is still a lack of a flexible and efficient 

propulsion system that is capable of carrying them beyond their initial orbit. Electrospray thrusters 

are seen as one of the promising technologies to fill this gap and are included in NASA's Space 

Technology Roadmap for In-Space Propulsion Systems21. To provide such a propulsion the  

microthrust project was initiated with the aim to deliver an efficient and scalable electric propulsion 

system for this type of satellites. The involvement of SystematIC and this thesis is the development of 

a power and control system (PCS) for the microthrust electric propulsion system.  

In 2007, Neuchatel Switzerland, at the new Microsystems for Space Technologies Laboratory, the 

development of a novel micromachined propulsion system started with the goal to create a ‘thruster 

on a chip’. In 2011, with support of the European Space Agency (ESA) and supervised by Herbert Shea 

a team of five project partners, including SystematIC, started microthrust. A project to develop not 

only a chip, but a fully functional, modular, thruster system directly applicable to cubesat sized 

spacecrafts.  

The microthrust consortium consists of five partners:  

Partner Tasks 

TNO systems engineering, business development 

Queen Mary University of Londen (QMUL), integration, thruster chip performance testing 

École Polytechnique de Fédérale Lausanne, 

Switzerland (EPFL) 

thruster chip development, mission proposals 

Nanospace, Sweden holders for components and propellant, housing 

and interconnects for components 

SystematIC power and control system (PCS) 

 

The thruster chip (THC) that is developed by École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) and 

the Queen Mary University of Londen (QMUL) needs a stable controllable alternating supply that 

delivers both a voltage of at least 1 kV to create a stream of ions and a voltage of 3-4kV that 

accelerates and focuses the beam. A simple view of this thruster principle can be seen in figure 1. 

Additionally, the PCS should deliver two of these alternating accelerator voltages and four extraction 

voltages. This poses a significant challenge as the form factor of the PCS should stay within two 

10x10cm circuit boards and the PCS needs to control and monitor the currents and voltages provided. 

Multiple microcontrollers control and monitor the high voltage generators and communicate with 
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the spacecraft controller. The software for this project is another challenge as improper control is 

likely to cause severe damage to the hardware, mandating costly repairs.  

 

Figure 1: Emitter, extractor and accelerator 

The microthrust PCS should deliver at least 3-4kV with an efficiency of 50%. Details of the 

specifications of this supply and controller will be presented later. 

1.1 Goals  

The goal of this thesis is to design and build hardware and software for a microthrust power and 

control system. The development of the hardware is not part of the activities leading to this thesis 

but debugging and improvements are, and were done in concert with the hardware developer, M.C.J. 

de Jong. 

The final goals are: 

- To develop a PCS that operates in concert with the electrospray chip to generate thrust.  

- Get familiar with the hardware and complexities of the components  

- Help creating a fully functional microthrust prototype board  

- Design infrastructure and software for a scalable prototype  

These goals should be achieved with an operating voltage of around 3-4 kV with sufficient efficiency 

and with all functionality on only a board of cubesat proportions (10x10 cm)24 

The main challenge in this project is the control and development of both hardware and software as 

problems can be addressed only with a proper comprehension of both domains. This thesis will 

illustrate the different topics involved and the evolution of the microthrust power and control system 

(PCS) from concept to final breadboard model.  
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The project is structured iteratively. Before the involvement of this thesis project early concepts were 

already built on breadboards to experiment with different components. In a second phase these 

concepts are combined on a breadboard to prove feasible operation, my involvement started in this 

phase. The last phase is the production of a PCS that adheres to all the requirements as specified in 0. 

.  

Figure 2: The microthrust project group 

2 Background 

2.1 Electrospray thruster 

The microthrust thruster chip is part of the electrospray thruster family, which are all thrusters that 

produce thrust through the emission of ions or charged droplets that are extracted from a liquid 

through means of an electric field. This in contrast to ion thrusters that extract ions from a plasma. 

As the mass of a single ion is very small the mass/acceleration ratio or Isp for electrospray and similar 

propulsion systems can be 3-10 times higher as an chemical propellant system. An electrospray 

thruster operates by feeding propellant into an ion emitter, which commonly has the form of a sharp 

needle. An electric field is established between the tip of this needle (emitter) and the opposing 

electrode. The electrically conductive propellant is then distorted into a sharp so‐called Taylor cone 

as a result of the surface tension and electrostatic force that balance each other. 

2.2 Taylor cone 

The physical principle that is used in electrospray thrusters like the microthrust thruster chip is the so 

called Taylor cone. When an electric field is applied on an ionic liquid (or otherwise electrically 

conducting liquid) either cations or anions will gather at the surface depending on the applied 

polarity. When the electric field is strong enough, slight variations will cause small extrusions of liquid. 

These extrusions will, in turn, be more strongly influenced by the electric field further strengthening 

this effect. Shape and size of a Taylor cone is determined by the electric field versus the surface 
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tension of the liquid. At the point where the force of the electric field exceeds the force of surface 

tension the tip of this cone will emit a jet of liquid. This effect is used in several types of electrospray 

thrusters to generate thrust. An example is show in figure 3 where in figure 3c a Taylor cone is 

formed13. 

 

Figure 3: Sharpening of ionic liquid when electric field is applied. 

2.3 Ionic Liquids 

Ionic liquids are molten salts composed of a combination of positively and negatively charged ions. 

The special property of these salts is that they are liquid at or close to room temperature20. Applying 

an electric field will result in the gathering of cations or anions at the surface of the liquid. An 

advantage over metals as used in the FEEP thruster is the lower melting point compared to indium or 

easier handling compared to the extremely reactive cesium.  

2.4 History of electrospray  

The concept of ion propulsion is credited to R.H. Goddard in 190628, 34 but the origins of electrospray 

can be traced back to experiments performed in the 1910’s by John Zeleny. He observed that when a 

charged conductive liquid inside an hollow glass tube was placed opposite a grounded metal plate, 

the liquid tip would deform. The deformation would be in the form of a cone with a spray of particles 

from its tip when the voltage was high enough. In 1964 a physical description of this cone was 

presented by Sir Geoffrey Taylor 20. After this paper, the American and European space agency’s saw 

a great potential in this technology as they expected an high specific impulse and several projects 

were started in attempts to build a operational thruster system. In Europe, ESTEC produced an 

emitter with an Isp of 1223 seconds and a thrust of 0.5mN using +12.5kV and -2.6kV and in the US in 

1974 an emitter was demonstrated producing a total of 4.45 mN of thrust with an Isp of 1365 

seconds and operating point of 12kV17. After this period it took almost 25 years before in 1995 in 

Moscow an article was published on the iEPC about propulsion systems for small satellites. Then 

in ’97 and ’98, Martinez et al. published an overview on respectively electric propulsion and colloid 

thrusters. Furthermore in 1998 J. Perel, who published earlier on colloid thrusters in 1970, published 

an article called “Micro‐electric propulsion using charged clusters” 23. After these publications the 

interest in electric propulsion for micro satellites increased, resulting in a number of electric micro 

propulsion systems in development or in an experimental stage today. An extensive survey of 
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cubesat sized propulsion methods is provided in 2010 by Mueller et al.22 showing over 15 different 

propulsion types. This introduction will only cover thruster types that are similar to the microthrust 

project with respect that only thrusters using charged particles as a means of generating thrust are 

considered.  

2.5 Overview of electric propulsion methods 

A number of electric propulsion methods suitable for cubesat sized satellites have been conceived 

and are in various stages of development. The common denominator for all projects is that they rely 

on an electric field to accelerate charged particles but the source of these particles varies. A number 

of propulsion methods like the microcavity discharge thruster5 and the Teflon based pulsed plasma 

thruster4 are omitted as some of these are either to dissimilar to microthrust or development seems 

to have stalled in recent years. 

2.5.1 Field Emission Electric Propulsion (FEEP)  

FEEP uses an alkali metal with a low melting point like indium or cesium that is propelled in a similar 

manner as the electrospray thruster. A high electric field is applied present above the liquid resulting 

in a Taylor cone and atoms are ionized at the tip of the jet and accelerated. Feeding of the liquid 

metal is either done through wetting of the needle or feeding trough a small channel in the needle. 

FEEP results typically in very high Isp’s of over 8000 seconds. Interestingly an FEEP engine has been 

equipped with ionic liquid which results in a similar behavior as an electrospray array19. 

2.5.2 Ion Engine 

Ion engines generate plasma in a small chamber from an inert gas like xenon and ions are extracted 

from this plasma trough an electrostatic grid and accelerated in an electric field. Although plasma 

generation methods differ, a popular method is the use of a high frequency antenna that excites the 

few ions always present in a gas thus generating more ions and eventually resulting in a plasma22. A 

kickstarter project was running in July and August of 2013 to raise an amount of $200.000 for the 

CubeSat Ambipolar Thruster (CAT) project, which is a cubesat suitable ion engine that is being 

developed at the University of Michigan and was promised to be completed within 18 months16. The 

goal for the fundraiser has not been met but development is still in progress.  

2.5.3 Projects with great similarity to microthrust  

Microthrust is one of a few projects focusing on building an high Isp thruster of cubesat proportions 

using ionic liquid as propellant. Three other projects show great similarity to the way ions are 

produced and propelled. 
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2.5.3.1 Busek Electrospray Thruster 

Busek has already produced an 0.5U cubesat sized emitter that claims a thrust of 0.7 mN, and an 

efficiency of 800 seconds but up to 1300s3. 

Busek uses emitters with a large diameter but adds an porous material on top of the emitter to 

create multiple Taylor cones which form in a fluidic layer on top of the porous material7. This thruster 

is available commercially. 

 

Figure 4: Busek electrospray thruster 

2.5.3.2 Ionic Electronic Propulsion System (iEPS)  

The iEPS project is run at Michigan University and uses an ionic liquid that is accelerated using an 

electronic field generated with emitters and opposing plates with a high voltage15, which is almost 

identical to the technique used in the microthrust project. One difference is the production method, 

which uses a material with many small channels that are not created using etching and bonding 

techniques but rather due to the use of a porous substrate as base material. Although the location of 

the channels is not controllable, it has the advantage that is produces a great number of channels 

compared to the number of channels used in microthrust. 

2.5.3.3 Ionic Liquid FEEP  

Based on FEEP technology but uses ionic liquid instead of alkali metals19. Also this project uses a slit 

instead of multiple emitters, which, according to the creators, has the advantage of a greater 

operating range as the shape an number of Taylor cones varies. As the system is based on already 

existing FEEP technology authors claim high readiness level for this project. This project has very  

similar requirements regarding a high voltage, low power supply and uses a commercial of the shelf 

(COTS) EMCO F101 10kV power supply.  
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Figure 5: An COTS EMCO supply capable of up to 10 kV 

 

2.6 The microthrust thruster chip 

The microthrust thruster chip is also a chip that creates a Taylor cone and accelerates charged 

particles from its emitters. Microthrust uses a small hollow pillars that uses the principle of capillary 

force to draw liquid to the tip. Near the tip an electric field is applied to extract ions and droplets and 

a second field concentrates and accelerates the particles. The principle of the microthrust emitter is 

shown in figure 6. As the size and thrust of a single emitter is very limited, typically in the range of 10 

µN, the thruster chip combines an array of these emitters, currently up to 91, to generate enough 

thrust as the aim was a thrust of at least 1mN per chip. 

 

A disadvantage with early electrospray systems is that is that the propellant was emitted in droplets 

rather than single ions which lowers the nozzle velocity of the particles and thusly the Isp. To address 

this, a solution is to increase the fluidic impedance of the nozzle, for instance by making the channel 

smaller. As the channels need to be produced reliably, resolution of the technology was often a 

problem. An earlier solution was to clog the channel with small beads14. This later evolved in a 

smaller channel that has a high fluidic impedance by itself. 

 

The Thruster Chip (THC) is produced at local facilities of EPFL and due to complexity of the chip is 

produced in two separate parts that are bonded together.  One part consists of the emitter and the 

extractor layer, an insulator and accelerator layer are bonded on top of this layer to create the THC. 

 

In figure 6 is a cross-section of the THC. The bonding material is the polymer layer shown in red. The 

accelarator and extractor layers are relatively thin conductive layers enclosed in a thicker layer of 

SiO2. 
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Figure 6: Cross cut of the THC (sizes in µm) 

 

The size of the emitter needs to be small enough generate a capillary force to draw in propellant and 

as explained also defines the fluidic impedance which in turn determines the propellant flow. A high 

fluidic impedance will result in a small droplet size and as a result, a high Isp. The size of the channel 

and the shape of the tip have changed during the project. 

2.7 Emitter voltage generation methods 

Two common methods are available to generate a high voltage, one uses a multiplier circuit the 

other a transformer based circuit.  

2.7.1 Multiplier circuits 

A Cockcroft Walton multiplier was initially developed in 1930 to produce a high voltage for particle 

accelerators. The circuit can consist of any number of stages where each stage doubles the initial 

voltage8  

 

Figure 7: A single-stage of a Cockcroft-Walton voltage multiplier 

In figure 7 a single-stage Cockcroft-Walton voltage multiplier is shown. These stages can be cascaded, 

with each stage providing double of its input voltage. For simplicity we consider the operation of a 

single stage. 

The circuit operates as follows: On a negative voltage from Vss the right hand side of C1 is charged 

with charge  . Then when Vss is positive the equally positive charge at the right hand side of C1 will 

be repelled and due to the direction of the diodes, move to the right-hand side of C2. Another 
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negative voltage from Vss  will charge the right-hand side of C1 again and will be released on a positive 

cycle effectively adding to the charges in the network, thus propagating further trough the network 

with each cycle. To understand the multiplying function of the network observe the situation where 

the right hand side of C2 is already charged with charge  . Now, when C1 is charged and Vss is positive 

the potential over C1 will be zero but charge   is still present and therefore will be equally distributed 

over C1and C2 resulting in  
 

 
  at C2. The 3th cycle this will be  

 

 
  and this will continue until the 

total charge is    and thus a double output voltage. An additional advantage is that this circuit also 

delivers a DC voltage, therefore it can be used without the need for a rectifying diode bridge.  

2.7.2 Transformer based circuits 

Small, high turn ratio transformers are used commercially for backlighting purposes and transformers 

with an 1:100 or 1:125 turn ratio are easy to obtain at various suppliers. 

2.7.2.1 Flyback circuit 

 

 

Figure 8: Flyback circuit 

The flyback circuit shown in figure 8 is used commonly to generate high voltages and has the 

advantage that it is simple and uses few components and also that it is quite efficient. One of the 

disadvantages is that it tends to produce quite a lot of ripple18. 

In the example of figure 8 a signal, for instance from a PWM source, is used to switch Q1 on and off 

generating an alternating voltage over Lm which is coupled to the secondary transformer winding and 

generates an secondary V which is n times VLm  

2.7.2.2 Royer circuit 

A Royer circuit is more complex but has better noise characteristics. It needs to be noted that what 

commonly is referred to as ‘Royer circuit’ is actually a modified Royer circuit as an additional 

oscillation capacitor is added to the primary side of the circuit. This results in a sinusoid primary 

waveform instead of a square waveform, which improves noise and characteristics35.  
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Also, as the Royer input waveform is controlled through a feedback from the transformer, this circuit 

operates on its natural frequency of the oscillation which is determined by the capacitance of C1 and 

the inductance of the transformer where the natural frequency is  

 
 

             
 (1) 

In literature sometimes a secondary ‘matching’ capacitor is shown which should help create a 

secondary LC circuit with roughly the same natural frequency as the primary.  

 

Figure 9: A Royer based circuit 

In figure 9 an example of a Royer circuit is shown35.  

A current is fed in a central transformer tap (3) and is shorted to ground through one of two 

transistors (Q2, Q3) which are controlled using a special feedback coil from the transistor. One of 

these transistors is connected to the uppermost tap of the transformer and the other the bottom tap. 

This effectively generates either a positive or negative voltage at the output. When a voltage is 

applied the system starts when one of the transistors opens, e.g. Q2, due to minute unbalance in the 

system and a current starts to flow from 5V to ground. 

To analyze further operation it is easiest to distinguish the states through which the circuit cycles:  

1. The transistor generating a positive voltage (Q2) at the secondary side of the transformer is 

on and remains on through positive feedback from the transistor.  

2. The transformer coil saturates causing the positive voltage to drop that causes a drop in 

current as Q2 closes, creating a negative voltage at the secondary side of the transformer 

and the feedback acts on Q3. 
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3. Q3 is generating a negative voltage and the feedback voltage keeps Q3 on 

4. The coil saturates causing the voltage to rise again creating a positive feedback voltage which 

in turn drives Q2.  

 

To limit the current into the system an combination of a coil(L1) and a FET(Q1) or transistor is used, 

where Q1 can be controlled with a PWM signal from a chip or microcontroller. 

 

2.7.3 Generation methods used in other projects 

The FEEP project uses a COTS EMCO F101 supply which was analyzed by our Swiss partner EPFL and 

has a transformer based design. That a Cockcroft-Walton design is also feasible is shown by our iEPS 

competitors at MIT, where an examination of photographs of the power supply shows a long cascade 

of diodes and capacitors. 
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3 System Design 

Producing a prototype with stringent size constraints and large complexity as is the case in the 

microthrust PCS is difficult. Therefore a development prototype was produced which does not 

comply to size and contains a limited number of the required components so will contain only a 

single extraction voltage instead of four as required by the specifications. The first prototype consists 

of the following blocks: 

- Positive emitter voltage generator 

- Negative emitter voltage generator  

- Switching between positive and negative voltage  

- Extractor voltage generator  

- Microcontroller  

- Current and voltage measurement circuits  

Prior to this thesis a test breadboard has been produced to experiment with different concepts. 

This chapter does not contain a complete design exploration as many design choices have already 

been taken or are influenced by this prototype.  

In this chapter the requirements for the system and high level design options and setup will be 

addressed.  
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3.1 Overview of board implementations 

For a more comprehensive understanding of the development stages and the point where my 

contributions started an overview of the different boards: 

3.1.1 Initial board 

 

Figure 10: Initial board with resonant flyback circuit 

My involvement started when the initial board was just finished and this board intended to contain 

all required functionality. It was based on earlier tests using separate breadboard circuits and 

simulations. The board contains a Vemitter and Vextractor generator circuit, a circuit to switch polarity and 

a microcontroller to control the circuits and measure voltages. Most of this was not functional or 

functioning problematically. The board depicted in Figure 10 was already slightly modified as is 

visible from the additional wiring on the board.  

3.1.2 Extended initial board 

 

Figure 11: Initial board with extension boards 
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Figure 11 shows the extended initial board where the problems regarding high voltage generation, 

switching and measuring were solved. The extension boards contain alternative circuits for high 

voltage generation and rectification. The batteries are used as floating supply voltage to control the 

high voltage FET’s that are present on the board. This version was successfully tested with a 

microthrust thruster chip in November 2012 at our partner EPFL, Switzerland. 

3.1.3 Size compliant boards 

 

Figure 12: CPCB (left) and ESA (right) dock mounted 

The initial board was succeeded by two separate boards, produced at the beginning of 2013. The 

board on the left contains the circuits to generate emitter voltages and the board on the right 

generates the extraction voltages. 

A switch was made from serial communication on the initial board to the required I2C communication, 

test docks helped that transition and made communicating and programming of the separate boards 

easier. Also it prevented strain on the programming headers when connecting and disconnecting the 

programmer. Another reason to build these docks was the fact that there proved to be an issue with 

one of the programming headers missing a 5V line which was artificially added on the test dock. In 

May 2013 a set of boards without docking extensions was used to test in London and after the 

resulting improvements and fixes the functionality of the boards on the dock diverged from 

functionality of the boards used for testing in vacuum so they were not used anymore. 

3.1.4 Modified size compliant boards 

The resulting board contained modifications for noise reduction and measurement and numerous 

fixes for different problems as is visible from the wiring and stacked components shown in figure 13. 

This board has a multitude of fixes including an all new current detector, different diodes, increase 
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robustness and many patches to prevent crosstalk and noise. We stopped development on this board 

in November 2013 after a successful test in London. 

 

Figure 13: Modified CPCB board 

 

3.2 Setup 

The maximal number of thruster chips that is specified to be supplied by a single PCS is ‘up to 24’ and 

as every chip needs to be separately controlled, the PCS needs to provide ‘up to 24 extraction 

voltages’. The number of control channels on a single microcontroller is limited so the setup is 

modular and the functionality of the PCS is split in separate boards.  

The Central Control and Power Board (CPCB) containing: 

- 4 Emitter voltage supplies 

- Polarity switching circuits 

- Measurement and control of current and voltages 

Up to 6 Extractor Switching Assembly (ESA) boards containing: 

- 4 extraction voltage supplies 

- Measurement and control of extraction voltages 
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Figure 14: Abstract representation of CPCB and ESA board 

Figure 14 shows an abstract of the planned setup of the CPCB and ESA boards respectively. The 

emitter and extraction voltages will be connected as shown in figure 15. The CPCB board features 

four high voltage generators and two polarity switching circuits. The ESA board uses four identical 

circuits to control the separate extraction voltages A1, A2, B1 and B2 providing control for a total of 

four thruster chips. The emitters will be connected to the voltage from the CPCB board (see figure 6) 

so the extraction voltage is the voltage relative to the emitter voltage.  

 

Figure 15: Emitter and Extraction voltages with an extraction voltage of 800V and emitter voltage of 3000V. 

Figure 15 shows this relation. Vemitter is the HV output (e.g. 3kV). Vextractor refers to the voltage with 

respect to too ground (0V), where the term ‘extraction voltage’ refers to Vemitter - Vextractor as this is the 

potential difference used for extracting ions from the ionic liquid. The extraction voltage in this 

example 800V so Vextractor  is at a potential difference of 800V relative to Vemitter resulting in a Vextractor 

at pin A1 of 3000-800 = 2200V 

3.3 Requirements  

The verification and cross-reference matrix, created by microthrust partner TNO contains all the 

formal requirements set for the microthrust project and is shown in 0. The requirements listed in this 

chapter are a combination of formal requirements and additional ‘soft’ requirements set during bi-

weekly conference meetings with microthrust partners as not all requirements are formalized in 

detail.  
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3.3.1 Hardware requirements 

L2-PCS-INT-R5 The PCS shall mechanically interface with the spacecraft 

L2-PCS-INT-R6 The PCS shall mechanically interface with the TMS  

L2-PCS-PHY-R2 The PCS envelope is limited to 80x80x20 mm (single TMS configuration) 

Table 1: PCS requirements 

A number of general requirements are hardware design. The project partners need to agree on 

connector interfaces and screw holes to mount the PCS. The 80x80 is the inner diameter that is 

agreed upon for this project as this leaves room for cables that can safely be used for higher voltages. 

The TMS that the requirements refer to is the Thruster Module System which is the combination of  4 

thruster chips with housing and propellant tanks.  

3.3.2 Emitter voltage generation 

L2-PCS-FUN-R4 The power efficiency of the high voltage section of the PCS shall be more than 

50% at its design envelop (factor of 3 input power range) 

L2-PCS-FUN-R7 The extractor to accelerator voltage shall be controlled between 0 and 4kV 

L2-PCS-QUA-R2 The extractor to accelerator voltage shall be controlled with an accuracy of 1% 

Table 2: Requirements emitter voltage generation 

In the requirement in table 2 the emitter voltage is denoted by ‘the extractor to accelerator voltage’. 

The factor of 3 means the efficiency should be above 50% between a factor 3 range so for instance 

between 1.33 and 4 watts. The emitter voltage is the voltage provided by the CPCB and this is 

specified to be controllable up to 4kV. In the course of the project this requirement is informally 

somewhat relaxed to 3kV. 

3.3.3 Emitter voltage switching 

L2-PCS-FUN-R2 The PCS shall enable bipolar operation of the MTPS 

L2-PCS-FUN-R8 The PCS shall be able to operate at a frequency of up to 1 Hz 

Table 3: Switching requirements 

MTPS is the microthrust power system. To maintain neutrality of the spacecraft and to both extract 

positive and negative ions from the ionic liquid it is necessary to produce opposite, alternating 

positive and negative emitter voltages. 

3.3.4 Current and voltage sensing  

-- Average Vextractor voltage accuracy <0.1% (3V at 3kV)12 

-- Current sensing with eight bits accuracy 

Table 4: Sensing requirements 
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The Vextractor requirement originates in the fact that the absolute output at Vextractor is between 2 and 

3kV. 

Calculations show that the operating point where the extractor starts spraying is around 720 volt for 

an early version of the microthrust emitter 13. As tests with the thruster chips show variation and also 

to change the operating point from ionic to droplet mode, an extraction voltage of 1000V should be 

sufficient. Figure 16, shows the 4 operating modes for electrospray emitters. This particular image is 

from an electrospray system that uses higher extraction voltages. In pure ion mode the absolute 

thrust is low but the Isp (mass/acceleration) is high. In droplet mode the absolute thrust will be higher 

due to spray of droplets.  

The current of Vemitter is an indication of the thrust that is produced and high currents are also an 

indication that something is wrong. Therefore they need to be measured with reasonable accuracy 

which is specified as eight bits of accuracy. 

 

Figure 16: Variation in operating points of an electrospray system
25

 

3.3.5 Extractor voltage  

L3-ESA-FUN-R5 The ESA shall be able to handle at least *9+ THC’s per polar side 

L3-ESA-FUN-R9 The ESA shall control the emitter to extraction voltage between 0-1kV 

L3-ESA-CON-R1 The ESA shall be able to operate and control up to [6] TMS 

Table 5: Extractor switching assembly requirements 

In these requirements ‘The ESA’ refers to one or more ESA boards. To accommodate a various 

number of THC’s the ESA boards will be designed to be modular. Since it is expected that in designs 

with multiple Thruster Module Systems (TMS) not all thrusters will operate at the same time and a 

TMS will contain 4 THC’s the total amount of THC’s controllable will be 24 and the total amount of 

THC’s operational at the same time will be a maximum of 9 per polarity so 18 THC’s in total. 
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3.4 Design selections 

3.4.1 Emitter voltage generation 

Commercial HV generation circuits like backlighting for LCD screens are commonly based on a 

transformer design like the Royer circuit, so a lot of components and circuitry are easily obtainable. 

In literature a number designs can easily be found and efficiencies of over 85% when combined with 

a CCFL tube are not uncommon11, 30. These were reasons to select a Royer topology as high voltage 

generation circuit. For analysis and implementation, a COTS Texas Instruments CCFL supply was 

obtained and also used in a modification of the first board.  

3.4.2 Emitter voltage switching 

To switch polarity of the emitter voltage it is not sufficient to stop generating a positive voltage and 

start generating a negative voltage or vice versa as the voltage doubler circuit for one polarity 

inherently provides a path to ground for the other. (For clarification notice the direction of the 

diodes in figure 7). In many applications it would be sufficient to use a relay switch but as this type of 

mechanical component is prohibited for space applications and also since these switches generally 

have an high weight this is not feasible for the microthrust PCS. A solution using HV FETS would be 

another option but these FETs require an extra Vthreshold with respect to Vdrain. In essence this type of 

circuit requires a floating supply voltage.  

3.4.3 Sensing of Vemitter, Iemitter and Vextractor 

For voltage sensing a resistive voltage divider will be used as it is simple and components are 

relatively easy to obtain. As power requirements for the circuit are limited and multiple voltages 

need to be measured, the voltage divider should have sufficiently high impedance so not much 

energy is lost. A 1:1000 voltage divider would be a good ratio as it fits in the desired 5V range and 

allows for some room to detect overvoltages. By using a 1GΩ/1MΩ resistor at a voltage of 3.5kV this 

will result in 
     

  
        which is acceptable on an expected 

power budget of several watts, with the exact amount not 

currently specified in the requirements. For the current detection 

of Iemitter initially the selection was made for a high side current 

detection, i.e. in the path of the emitter voltage. This is changed 

to a low side current detector in a later stage, based on a small 

resistor to ground in the HV generation circuit.  

To measure with the desired 0.1% accuracy at least 10 bits on the 

microcontroller ADC are required. 

Figure 17: 1:1000 voltage divider 
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3.4.4 Extractor voltage generation 

Because it would be space and weight inefficient and energy consuming to have a separate HV 

generator for each extractor, the extraction voltages are generated by division of the emitter 

voltages. A voltage divider of this kind could be created using a FET26 but the challenge still remains 

that the control signal from a 5V domain is used to control a high voltage. An optocoupler combines 

the best of both worlds as it is able to control a high voltage but also allows for a low-voltage control 

signal. 

3.4.5 Control 

The type of microcontroller used has already been defined prior to my arrival and is an Atmel 8 bit 

atmega164p. A disadvantage of this type of microcontroller is the fact that the ADC is relatively slow 

with a sample frequency of 12.5 kHz (dependent of clock speed). An advantage is prior experience 

with 8-bit Atmel microcontrollers in a separate SystematIC space project, where it proved to be quite 

resilient to space radiation.  

For the emitter voltage generator an alternative would be to use a dedicated controller chip. This is 

similar to a CCFL topology used for LCD backlighting although little modifications are needed, as CCFL 

topologies observed do not control on voltage. Disadvantages would be an extra number of 

components and some extra power consumption. 

3.4.6 Communication 

The microcontrollers on the CPCB and ESA boards have only one I2C channel available and one serial 

communications channel. As the communication with spacecraft control is mandated to be I2C the 

communication between boards is done using the serial bus. 
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4 Implementation and Design 

 

Figure 18: microthrust components 

Figure 18 shows an abstract view of the components within microthrust and their interaction. The 

CPCB controls both the emitter voltage and polarity switching and is the primary interface for the 

actor which is either a person as in our testing, or the spacecraft control using an I2C interface. The 

ESA creates and controls the extraction voltage and communicates with the CPCB through the serial 

interface. 

 

In this chapter the implementation of the different components will be presented as well as 

implementation issues and their solutions and what techniques have been used to prevent problems. 

 

4.1 Emitter voltage generation 

4.1.1 Resonant flyback implementation 

In advance of this thesis project a variant on the flyback circuit was built, namely a resonant flyback 

circuit, a variant on the circuit described paragraph 2.7.2.1.  The only additions are an extra 

capacitance to create an oscillating LC circuit and feedback to the controller to time the frequency of 

the pulse on the FET (Q1 in figure 8) 

4.1.1.1 Timing issues 

In the microthrust project the microcontroller is designated to handle control of the HV generation 

circuit. In the case of a resonant flyback circuit this means actively monitoring the feedback and 

generating a pulse for every oscillation of the flyback circuit and as the oscillation frequency of the 

resonant flyback circuit was in the order of 60kHz this meant 60.000 hard time interrupts per second 

which needed to be handled within ¼ of the cycle so the response time is 
 

     
     which includes 
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delays in the circuit that generates a interrupt pulse from the feedback signal. Based on a clock 

frequency of 16 MHz this roughly translates to only 50 computational cycles to generate a pulse on a 

output pin. 

As the time constraint limits the options for a software implementation, the only viable 

implementation is an interrupt handler that enables Q1 within    , waits a certain number of cycles, 

within the interrupt routine and exits, where the length of the wait corresponds with the output 

voltage. 

Initially the timing constraints could not be met. A breakdown of the assembly code showed that 

additional registers were stored at the beginning of the interrupt and the register allocation was 

suboptimal. Improving this solved the issue partially but it was still difficult to control and unstable. 

As the timing constraints were so limited that no other interrupts would be available on the 

controller this implementation was abandoned. 

4.1.2 Royer implementation 

The next implementation was a Royer based implementation.  As time was limited and an early test 

was planned at the EPFL Switzerland, a COTS CCFL Royer circuit was modified so it could be switched 

on and off using a microcontroller and a voltage doubler was added to rectify and increase the 

output voltage. The test in Switzerland was done using a thruster chip with only a single emitter. In 

reality this means the load is a magnitude lower than even the load of the sensing resistors so for this 

first version the output for the circuit was fixed using hardware. 

 

The next version was fully controllable and the circuit was based on the Willaims application note35 

but initial results proved unsatisfactory as the efficiency was typically below 50% in stark contrast to 

the efficiencies mentioned in the application note. 

 

Figure 19: Royer testboard, high voltage output at right hand side 

In figure 19 the testboard used for Royer efficiency testing is shown. As simulations delivered no clue 

why losses were higher than anticipated, this board was used to test different components. Several 

types of capacitors and diodes where tested. With the main categories 

- Derating capacitor 10nF (XR7)  

- Non-derating capacitors 1nF (C0G) 
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- Normal diodes (4kV, 2kV) 

- Fast recovery diode (1.75 kV) 

On the primary side a lot of high performing components were available. For the secondary side the 

number of components was very limited due to the high potential and small form-factor requirement. 

For the diodes only one manufacturer is available that delivers diodes for up to 4kV and for the 

capacitors none could be found that adhered to the form factor desired and none above 10nF. 

Furthermore the characteristics of these capacitors proved to be such that they derated to 20% of its 

original capacity when the specified voltage was applied. Meaning that two 10nF capacitors in series 

with an applied voltage of 4kV would have a remaining capacity of only 1nF. Capacitors that did 

derate very little were also tested but these were only available in 100pF. 

For the diodes between 1.5kV and 2kV more manufacturers were available but this would mean 

diodes need to be used in series. When using multiple diodes in series the potential hazard exists 

that diodes are dissimilar in leakage and the voltage is not evenly distributed. To help prevent this, 

only diodes of the same order batch were used in series. 

 Efficiency 

XR7 capacitor, normal diodes 43% 

C0G capacitor, normal diodes 43% 

C0G capacitor, fast recovery 62% 

Table 6: Efficiency results with different diode and capacitor configurations 

Table 6 shows the results of tests with different components for the voltage doubler. To control the 

board a frequency generator was used and the tested voltage was 2.5kV with a load of 1.25W. The 

results show that a proper diode selection is of great importance for this circuit. 

4.1.2.1 Secondary resonance capacitor 

Occasionally a secondary oscillator capacitance was seen in Royer designs. Intuitively this can be 

explained as matching the oscillation frequency at the primary with the oscillation frequency at the 

secondary side of the transformer.  

The relation between input and output using a secondary capacitance is: 

                  
  (2) 

As the turn ratio is 100. The      should be 
   

      
      . In reality a 6.8pF capacitor that is suited 

for the voltages involved could not be found so a number of combinations with 15pF capacitors and 

30pF capacitors was tested. This resulted in an erratically functioning circuit where occasionally the 

performance was equal to a circuit without secondary oscillation capacitor and occasionally the 

performance was drastically reduced. When adding a single 10pF capacitance, the performance was 
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always severely negatively impacted with only 10% efficiency at 700V. This directly contrasted with 

results that have been obtained from simulations. 

This also illustrated the earlier observation that measurements on the secondary side of the 

transformer were impacting performance, as the probe itself has a parasitic capacitance and small 

capacitances show to have a strong impact on performance. In the final Royer circuit no secondary 

oscillation capacitor was added as a positive effect could not be found. 

4.1.2.2 Simulations of Royer Circuit 

To get a better understanding of the functioning of a Royer circuit and see if there are other 

possibilities for improvement, LTspice was used. 

A preexisting design containing a controller chip31 was modified to match the PWM controlled Royer 

circuit of the CPCB. The resulting schematic, depicted in figure 20 closely resembles the physical 

implementation that was used. 

 

Figure 20: Royer implementation in LTspice without secondary oscillation capacitor 

Results in simulations showed little influence of a secondary capacitor parallel to R6, but practice 

showed a significant decrease in efficiency when using the wrong capacitance and no improvement 

when using the calculated capacitance. Also the influence of different PWM frequencies was 

negligible. The results are shown in table 7. 
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PWM dutycycle Vout (RMS) Load (Ω) Pin Pout Efficiency 

9,96% 1.1804KV 10MΩ 418.01 mW 139.33mW 33,33% 

20,00% 1.5807KV 10MΩ 758.66 mW 249.87mW 32,94% 

31,25% 1.7773kV 10MΩ 966.19 mW 315.88 mW 32,69% 

31,25% 1.7535kV 5MΩ 1262.9 mW 614.95 mW 48,69% 

31,25% 1.7214kV 3MΩ 1636.1 mW 987.76 mW 60,37% 

31,25% 1.6803kV 2MΩ 2.0684W 1.4117W 68,25% 

31,25%* 1.6803KV* 2MΩ 2.0704W* 1.4118W* 68,19%* 

37,50% 1.6071KV 800kΩ 4.0567W 3.2285W 79,58% 

37,50%* 1.6067kV* 800kΩ 4.0571W* 3.2267W* 79,53%* 

* With secondary oscillation capacitance 

Table 7: Efficiency simulations for different loads 

4.2 Emitter voltage switching 

As noted in the previous chapter, it is not possible to use relays to switch the polarity of the emitter 

voltage. A possible solution was found in a high power FET capable of withstanding 4000V with 

relative low leakage and a suitable form factor. To prevent breakdown of this FET the emitter voltage 

generation circuit needs to be discharged before the opposite voltage can be generated. Otherwise, 

for instance when switching to a positive emitter voltage, the combination of the residual negative 

voltage and the positive voltage exceeds the limit of the HV FETs. As the positive doubler circuit 

provides a path to ground for the negative voltage and vice versa, discharge can be provided by 

enabling both of the FETs. The hazard in this case is the fact that high voltage generation should not 

be enabled as it is short circuited. 

The switching of polarity consists of four steps. For the case when switching from negative to positive 

these steps are: 

- Disable negative HV generation 

- Enable FET for positive emitter voltage (negative discharge) 

- Disable FET for negative emitter voltage 

- Enable positive HV generation 
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Figure 21: Polarity switching of the HVPS 

Figure 21 shows the switching behavior of the CPCB where the effects are illustrated. With on the 

right a scope image of the CPCB, generating +2kV and -2kV with a period of approximately 8 seconds. 

The period is a combination of the on-time of the HV generators and the wait states for discharging 

and switching.  

Note from the scope image that without an active discharge the discharge-time would be significant 

as the wait between switching off the HV generator and active discharge is 300ms and the voltage 

drop is only very limited, showing that an active discharge is necessary. To limit discharge current, a 

100kΩ resistor is inserted in both HV paths, which is low enough to disregard in normal operation but 

limits the discharge to about 30mA. 

 

Figure 22: switching circuit including gate voltage generator 

4.2.1 Gate voltage generator 

To switch the FET (Q3 in figure 22) to an on state, a gate voltage of at least 6,5V above Vsource is 

needed, but this supply should also be floating since the FET is going to switch high voltages resulting 

in a similarly high Vsourse. To create such a floating voltage supply a battery was used in early tests. 

Later this was replaced with capacitors in series to create a barrier for the DC voltage and an 

alternating signal that is rectified after crossing the barrier. Using a PWM signal and a driver (U4) 
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which produces 2 inverted alternating 5V signals, a theoretical 10V extra on the gate of the HV FET is 

generated to open it, shown as Q3 in figure 22. Using optocoupler U2, the gate can be connected to 

the drain which closes the FET. As the circuit draws over 10mW of power, the circuit can be switched 

on and off by the controller using the ENA_GVG signal. 

4.3 Extractor voltage generation 

The total extraction voltage (Vemitter-Vextractor) that needs to be created is 1/3th of Vemitter. A resistive 

divider to limit the maximum voltage, paired with an  optocoupler for control, is a feasible solution. 

Still no small form factor, low leakage optocouplers are available that can withstand large voltages, in 

fact 350V was the highest that was found, and furthermore it would be undesirable to have the full 

emitter voltage available as a control-range as effects of this voltage on the extractor plane are 

unknown and could result in a breakdown of the thruster chip.  

According to the chip designers the extractor has a theoretical power consumption of 0, meaning 

that even a high impedant resistive divider could be used. Figure 23 shows an representation of the 

control implemented. An optocoupler is combined with a resistor to limit the maximum extraction 

voltage. 

 

Figure 23: Abstract representation of the extractor control 

The top resistor is scaled so that it is one third of the bottom resistor at maximum resistance, or 

around 500M max. It has been designed for an emitter-extractor voltage of about 1 kV when an 

emitter voltage of 3kV is available. To control the extraction voltage three identical optocouplers 

were used with phototransistors that can withstand 350Vcollector-emitter and have a low “dark current” 

when completely off. This is necessary to get the maximum resistance of 500M without influence on 

the resistance due to the phototransistors in parallel. 

To control the conductivity of the phototransistors a control loop regulated current is sent through 

the LEDs of the opto-isolators. To achieve reasonable efficiency the three LEDs are connected in 
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series, but because it would take at least six volt through three such LEDs a circuit is powered with 

the 12V rail.  

 

4.4 Software setup and structure 

4.4.1 Structure 

 

Figure 24: CPCB software structure 

Figure 24 shows a diagram of CPCB software with the components involved. The commands from the 

central control are parsed by the command parser which also initiates high voltage generation and 

switching behavior. The control blocks use an ADC library to get results from the ADC that are 

compensated with results from a calibration table.  

Although the number of blocks and amount of code involved is not very large, both hardware and 

software are developed concurrently which requires continuous testing and a defensive approach to 

software development to prevent software bugs disguising as hardware problems. This means that 

every line of software had to be tested extensively. Setting up communication, setting up a PWM 

signal , controlling it, evaluating the effect on the hardware, and this also means that with every 

problem both hardware and software need to be investigated for problems. Every new iteration of 

hardware showed that it is almost impossible to build a perfectly functional new board of this 

complexity, so a first phase is always about identifying problems and improving functionality.  
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4.4.2 Command parser 

During early prototyping a simple way to control the hardware was by assigning operations like 

ON/OFF or lower/higher to single characters. As complexity increased and more control options were 

necessary, a solid design of a command parser was needed. To parse input, there are tools available 

called command line parser generators that generate a command parser based on a rule list32 or 

table10. Configuring these takes time to gain familiarity and none could be found that are directly 

suited for use in this project and to get familiar with one, to be able to integrate it into the workflow 

adds complexity. To keep parsing relatively simple, commands should be kept short. This also saves 

overhead as less characters need to be transmitted, although it is a bit more error prone when 

applying manual control. In the bases, the parser parses a character and based on the current state 

and the character read, it either enters a new state and is ready for the next character, or is finished 

and will enter the default state and call a procedure based on the command received. The list of 

states and commands is shown in Appendix E . 

As the number of commands is relatively limited there is the option to create single byte commands 

which would greatly simplify the software to parse commands. The main risk in this case would be 

the inadvertently pressing of a wrong button during testing could result in unintended and possibly 

dangerous behavior when unexpectedly a high voltage generator starts running. The other 

disadvantage of single byte commands is that it is hard to remember when controlling microthrust 

and to comprehend when reviewing logs. Late in the project a graphical user interface or GUI, which 

is shown in chapter 4.8, would replace the need for command line control. 

4.4.3 Communication 

As for an implementation of an I2C library, writing a new software library would take quite a lot of 

time and might introduce new bugs. Another solution is to use a standard library. Atmel does not 

provide such a library, but the code used in arduino1 board is freely available and has been borrowed 

for use in this project. It does need modification as the Arduino framework uses a C++ layer where 

Arduino developers can set properties and specifics for their communication. The library mostly 

consists of an interrupt routine that implements the different states of the I2C protocol and puts the 

received data in a buffer. 

4.4.3.1 Communication Setup 

For I2C communication 3 different structures are available. 

- The CPCB functions as master in a master-slave environment 

- The CPCB functions as master in a multi-master environment 

- The CPCB functions as slave in a master-slave environment 
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Although no specifications are defined regarding the state of the CPCB, a multi-master environment 

is complex and error prone as no standard contention mechanism is defined. The simplest solution 

for CPCB software development would be to define the CPCB as master. In that role, the CPCB can 

send data without delay, and poll for data whenever it has resources. This means also a shift of 

complexity to the space craft controller that will control the CPCB and needs to poll continuously for 

data. Furthermore, when one considers the microthrust system as a peripheral the CPCB should be 

slave as peripherals are commonly slave. Therefore the CPCB communication is set up with CPCB as 

slave and S/C control, or during testing, human control with an Arduino board as I2C master. 

4.4.3.2 Receiving data at the controller  

As the master sends data, on receipt of a byte, an interrupt is called to read the data from the 

register and write it in a buffer. To prevent overwriting data, the buffer needs to be emptied as soon 

as possible. An easy solution would be to copy the buffer at the end of a transmission to a new buffer 

so the buffer is available immediately afterwards. This has the disadvantage that this copying 

operation needs to be atomized as the buffer is not accessible when not all data has been copied, 

with the consequence that the copying might cause a large delay. Another solution is emptying the 

buffer on a FiFo basis. This has the disadvantage that it might overflow when ‘read out’ is not 

occurring quickly enough and bytes are lost. Still, as the expectation is that communication is quite 

limited this is currently the implementation that is selected.  

4.4.3.3 Sending data from the controller  

The arduino that functions as master controller polls for data every 10 ms. As the default 

implementation of the I2C protocol does not allow the slave to return no data, the slave will return 

‘0x0’ when no data is available. Partly due to this, but also to make debugging easier, the protocol 

uses only ascii, requiring that all measurement data is converted to ascii before it is put in the 

transfer buffer. To prevent accesses to the send buffer while transmission is in operation, there are 

two sendbuffers called sendbuffer and i2c_sendbuffer. The sendbuffer is copied to the i2c sendbuffer 

in small chunks of 14 bytes when a data request is made, which helps to ensure that there are no big 

copy actions occurring the interrupthandler. The 14 bytes size restriction is a legacy parameter based 

on early message size in the project, where the biggest was 14 bytes, and has the consequence that 

the master also needs to request 14 bytes per transaction. This is in line with the way I2C commonly 

is used, namely to request data which often is also of a predefined size. Whenever an overflow 

occurs because the data is not requested rapidly enough, or the read data is not read fast enough 

from the buffer, the buffer is full and data will be dropped. 
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4.4.3.4 CBCB to ESA communication 

Although in an I2C environment multiple boards and multiple masters are possible, the 

microcontroller family selected has only one I2C channel available. This would mean that the S/C 

controller would also receive all internal communication.  

To solve this, the serial channel could be used. The serial protocol also allows multiple boards to be 

addressed using ‘Multiprocessor Communications Mode’  where a stop bit is used as ‘broadcast’ bit 

that indicates if a packet sent contains address or data information. When an address arrives the 

intended receiver sets it’s mode to ‘receive data’ otherwise it will keep ignoring data packets. 

4.5 Emitter voltage control 

The most optimal way to control a system is to analytically model all the components in the loop and 

make a control appropriately for this system. The controller that is implemented is usually the well-

known PID controller. 

Applying a practical approach to PID control, the basic formula for a controller is27:  

  ( )     ( )    ∫  ( )  
 

 
   

 

  
  ( ) 

The control signal  ( )is composed of the error signal  ( ), which is the deviation from the desired 

value and is multiplied by   . As    is finite there is no control signal when the error  ( ) equals but 

when there is no control signal, there is no output voltage, so the net result is an steady state error. 

This is solved with an extra factor   ∫  ( )  
 

 
 which is the sum of all the errors. Optionally a 

differentational factor   
 

  
  ( ) can help prevent overshoot as it limits the control signal when the 

error is rapidly changing, e.g. during startup, though it can also increase instability when not carefully 

modeled27, 33. As the nature of the HV generator is quite difficult to model and subject to change and 

various loads, a heuristic approach to determine the constants in the control equation seemed more 

suitable. In literature this approach is commonly found9, 27
 for instance in Ziegler-Nichols tuning. The 

standard approach used is to tune a purely proportional controller to the point where the system 

starts to oscillate, tune it back a bit, and continue with an integrational factor to prevent a steady 

state error. Lastly a differentiator part can be used to prevent overshoot but might also add 

instability. Optimal tuning parameters are dependent on constraints regarding overshoot, energy 

consumption etc. In microthrust, the HV generator must not overshoot during startup to prevent 

damage to components and also because the system is not symmetrical so overshoot will take a 

relative long period to settle. This is mainly caused by 10nF filter capacitors that are used to filter the 

voltage produced and also some energy is retained in the 68uH snubber coil at the primary side of 

the Royer circuit. 
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In our implementation a similar approach is used. Instead of reaching oscillation the proportional 

factor of the PID controller is experimentally increased up to the point where the signal almost 

overshoots and lowered again. Then the integrator is increased. Lastly different load tests are applied 

to see if the system is behaving as intended under load. 

 

Figure 25: Transient behavior Emitter voltage generation at 2750V 

4.5.1 Software implementation 

The control is constantly adjusted whenever a new data sample arrives. For the best measurement 

results an ADC clock of below 200 kHz is needed, and since the clock speed is based on the clock 

speed of the microcontroller divided by a power of 2 the optimal clock speed is 16M/128 = 125 kHz. 

With 13 cycles per sample this means a sample frequency of around 10 kHz. To verify operation, a 

first version was developed while monitoring only a single ADC channel and controlling only a single 

PWM channel. A later version needed control switching to measure different channels and control 

different PWM signals.  

Whenever a sample is ready the interrupt ensuing is as follows: 

- The ‘sample ready’ interrupt routine checks which channel was read  

- A safety check to see if the sample is not out of bounds  

- A control algorithm produces a new control signal  

- The corresponding PWM is adjusted  

- The channel is changed and a new sample is requested.  
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Figure 26: Steps when a sample is ready 

 

As the same interrupt routine also handles the current measurements, when a current sample is read: 

- A safety check is done to see if an overcurrent and possible short is occurring 

- The result is stored 

The current and voltage samples are read in alternating sequence so after every voltage sample a 

current sample is generated.  

4.5.1.1 Sample and control matching 

A major source of damage could be a mismatch between the channel that is read and the channel 

that is controlled. Whenever there would be a mismatch between these, the controller would control 

a different HV circuit than it was measuring, meaning there would be no feedback and the HV 

generator would be running at full power within milliseconds. 

 

To prevent accidents in this respect, a solution was necessary that somehow would match the ADC 

sample read to the PWM signal controlled. Preferably a solution that is as simple as possible so it 

could be positively verified as being absolutely correct. The solution selected was creating a 

‘GetADC(channel)’ and a ‘SetOCR(channel, dutycycle)’ method, the latter controlling the PWM. The 

goal was to no longer think of a separate PWM and ADC pin but to see both as in- and output of a 

single channel.  

The channel is retrieved and used as the only argument throughout the interrupthandler, reducing 

formal verification of the match of ADC channel and PWM channel to only the GetADC and SetOCR 

routine which are both 9 lines of code. 

To verify if all the hardware components in the control loop were functional, a separate test program 

has been used to control the PWM manually and inspect corresponding samples from the ADC.  
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4.5.1.2 Calibration table for hardware compensation  

There is a significant non-linear effect present in the system, which is the voltage coefficient (VCR) of 

the 1:1000 resistor divider used to transfer voltages to the low voltage domain. The worst case VCR 

of the high ohm resistors used is up to       . This results worst case at 3kV to 
    

 
       

        . This is equal to 2.1%. The solution in the microthrust project is the use of a lookup-table 

with compensation for ADC values. This table is generated based on measurements in a controlled 

test environment which has the additional advantage that other system nonlinearities, for instance 

from protection diode leakage can also be mitigated. The calibration table needs to be manually 

filled using measurements some intermediary values are then extrapolated using an excel sheet. An 

example of this table is shown in 0on page 72. 

4.5.2 ADC reliability testing  

In early implementations the measured noise could stretch in hundreds of millivolts. To test the 

reliability of the Atmel processor, a simple test setup with the ADC pins wired to a different supply 

voltages was executed to see if the performance of the microcontroller was as expected. Also the 

effect of channel switching between the ADC channels was unknown and therefore needed to be 

tested. The test results showed only a single bit of variation and a very stable operation. 

4.5.3 Testing and identifying software and hardware problems 

When a new board is finished or large changes are applied, operation needs to be verified. This starts 

with using modified control software that actuates different components and allows for fixed PWM 

settings to carefully enable the Royer circuit and verify that the feedback signals arrive correctly. As 

not every component is working immediately, an oscilloscope in conjunction with the hardware 

design documents is used to analyze the signals involved and try to isolate the problem. As hardware 

is difficult to modify and test, it is crucial that software is operating correctly, therefore when issues 

arise, its corresponding software components are checked to verify if they are operating correctly. 

4.6 Extractor voltage control 

For extractor control, a similar approach has been taken as described in paragraph 4.5. A PI controller 

switches between the four controlled channels and adjusts accordingly. Also similar is the channel 

matching abstraction. So instead of PWM and ADC, both are addressed using the same channel. 

 

As the effect of adding a thruster chip was unknown with respect to parasitic capacitances, the 

control variables are adjustable by the user, so the system parameters could be adjusted if needed. 

Some results are given in Appendix G on page 75. 
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During the first test in Switzerland it was concluded that operational parameters of the THC could be 

different for positive and negative voltages. For that reason both negative and positive voltages are 

separately controllable. As the voltages are rectified, the CPCB needs to indicate which polarity is 

present. When the CPCB also sends the command to apply an extraction voltage, the current 

extraction voltage setting is saved and a new one, corresponding to the indicated polarity is loaded. 

The implementation in software for the ESA board is in the basis the same PID code, with the major 

difference that the control variables have different presets and can be controlled. Another important 

difference is the fact that in this case a higher control signal means a lower voltage and vice versa so 

the control was inverted. 

4.7 Fault detection 

4.7.1 Overcurrent detection 

In case of overly high power consumption, HV generation should be turned off immediately. To 

detect high power consumption the current detector code generates an error. For this error 

detection two separate phases are identified 

- Change of voltage (usually startup) 

- Steady state 

During change-of-voltage, the emitter current can often be high enough to reach the maximum that 

the current detector is able to detect. This has the consequence that during ‘change of voltage’ high 

currents are permitted. In the steady state high currents should not occur so only a few samples of 

high current are allowed to account for load changes before an overcurrent is detected. 

A solution to reach ‘steady state’ was based on the positive derivative of the emitter voltage. When 

the change of voltage was within 50V for 16 samples, the controller was in steady state, as the 

voltage changes relatively slow and otherwise it is difficult to distinguish with noise. Reentry in the 

change-of-voltage state occurs when the measured voltage is off with more than 50 V for 4 

consecutive samples. Due to noise problems, occasionally the control reached steady state too early 

so a simpler solution is also implemented that uses the absolute value to determine steady state. A 

disadvantage of the latter method is that an overcurrent is not easily detected when steady state is 

not yet reached.  

4.7.2 Overvoltage detection 

Preventing overvoltage was crucial also during the development stage where an occasional software 

fault is more likely to occur and could otherwise result in damage to the hardware. In normal 

operation an overvoltage should not occur but will also prevented in the same manner when it 

occurs. 
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Overvoltage is defined as 300V above set voltage to account for load changes and noise. This value is 

changeable. When an overvoltage is detected the system is switched off. 

4.8 Graphical User Interface 

As the amount of features increased on the microthrust PCS, the status feedback also increased and 

the samples of measurements were harder to read, so it would be very useful if a comprehensive 

control interface would be available. The interface should allow for control through buttons instead 

of typed commands and provide feedback by parsing and showing the measured samples. Also 

would a GUI make it easier for microthrust partners to control the PCS and perform tests. 

To develop a GUI, a platform was needed with the following features 

- Drag and drop GUI creation 

- Library for serial communication 

- Language and IDE experience 

- Run on microsoft windows 

- No financial costs involved 

The microthrust frontend should provide a graphical interface where button actions result in 

commands at the serial interface of the computer connected to the ‘serial to I2C’ translator that 

passes the commands to the PCS.  

 

Figure 27: Microthrust control GUI 

Preferably the time to get up to speed with the platform should be limited, which left basically three 

options: Borland RAD studio, Microsoft Visual Studio, or Java Netbeans. As RAD studio is not free this 

left NetBeans and Visual Studio. Both have proper serial libraries and should be equally suited for this 
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purpose. Based on the fact that the author has no experience with Visual C# but does have 

experience with Visual C++, this seemed as an opportune moment to gain knowledge of the language 

and attempt a simple first implementation to estimate effort and complexity. This attempt proved to 

be on par with expectations, so C# was used for the microthrust GUI and no efforts were made to 

evaluate other platforms. 

In the final version the entire list of commands is implemented and incoming samples are parsed and 

corresponding fields are updated. A list of these commands is shown in Appendix E . 
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5 Results 

The results presented here are a combination of the data gathered by QMUL where the board was 

tested in a vacuum environment and the results from tests in the SystematIC lab. As a result of 

limited time and a tight schedule regarding tests and flights to QMUL, some of the tests were 

performed cautiously to make sure the board would not get damaged. This means that only limited 

test data is available around operating voltages. As key parameters of this project were efficiency 

and overall performance, these are the focal points of this chapter. 

5.1.1 Emitter voltage measurements 

Making accurate measurements of high voltage is an extra challenge as normal oscilloscopes are not 

equipped to this. 

The probe used for measurements was a large 1:1000 HV probe suited for measurements up to 40kV. 

This probe was created to measure with multi-meters that usually have a 10MΩ impedance as is 

shown in figure 28. To analyze transient behavior and stability, a multimeter is not sufficient so a 

scope is needed. Most scopes do not have an impedance of 10MΩ but only 1MΩ which resulted in a 

1:1900 factor instead of 1:1000.  

 

Figure 28: Internal resistances probe with multimeter resulting in 1:1000 measurements 

The measured signal often contained noise but due to the size and the high impedance, the probe 

was prone to pick up noise so it was difficult to determine if a 100mV noise signal was in fact a 

disturbance of 190V on the board or just noise picked up by the probe. 

 

5.1.2 Extractor voltage measurements 

As the extraction voltage is created using a high voltage resistive divider, any measurement load 

would impact the result. Two different approaches have been used. One is to measure the buffered 

signal that is part of the control loop as was described in section 3.4.3. This is reasonably accurate 

but the disadvantage is that any errors present there will go undetected as the controller uses 
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exactly the same signal. So when the control is operating as expected the signal of the scope and the 

controller behavior will match, but this does not prove the output is correct. 

The second method is to measure using the high voltage probe. This has the disadvantage that it 

impacts the result as the 1GΩ of the probe parallel at the 500MΩ of the extractor control (see Figure 

23, p35) results in an effective resistance of 333MΩ for the extractor controller, thus reducing its 

range. 

Another disadvantage is the fact that voltage measurements are not done with respect to voltage 

and ground but between two high voltages. The latter means that the equipment needs to be 

floating which in practice means that only battery powered multi-meters are available for this type of 

measurement. 

 

Figure 29: Extractor measurement requires floating measurement equipment and influences maximal extraction voltage 

As the multimeter could not deliver much information about dynamic behavior, extra hardware was 

built that could measure the AC component of the extraction voltage using a normal probe. This 

circuit consisted of blocking capacitors and an instrumentations amplifier to amplify the difference 

between Vemitter and Vextractor 

5.2 Emitter voltage generation 

 

L2-PCS-FUN-R4 The power efficiency of the high voltage section of the PCS shall be more than 

50% at its design envelop (factor of 3 input power range) 

L2-PCS-FUN-R7 The extractor to accelerator voltage shall be controlled between 0 and 3,5kV 

L2-PCS-QUA-R2 The extractor to accelerator voltage shall be controlled with an accuracy of 1% 

Table 8: PCS high voltage generation requirements (revisited) 

As specified by the requirement L2-PCS-FUN-R7 the CPCB is capable in generating a voltage up to 3-

4kV. The exact voltage is dependent on the version of the diodes installed as described in table 6, 

p31. 
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5.2.1 Ripple of Vemitter 

Accurately measuring ripple is difficult, so as with the extractor measurement,s a construction using 

blocking capacitors and protection diodes was used to measure stability. These tests were done with 

two different loads of 400MΩ and 30MΩ. The requirements show that the ripple should stay within 1% 

or 30V at 3kV. 

The noise at 1000V is typically around 12Vpeak-peak, or about 4.25VRMS with a frequency of about 14Hz 

likely caused by the speed of the royer generator in combination with the controller.  Worst case 

occasionally a 20Vpeak-peak is seen. 

 

Figure 30: CPCB supply ripple (5V/division) 

 

Figure 31: CPCB supply ripple at 3kV (10V/division) 

Increasing the voltage also increases the ripple. Typically the ripple above 2000V is around 20Vpeak-peak 

with an occasional ripple at 30Vpeak-peak.The frequency is now around 33Hz.  

One advantage of the slow ripple frequency is the fact that for the overall system the extraction 

voltage accuracy is more important than the emitter voltage and due to the slow fluctuations the 

extraction voltage will partially be able to compensate for these fluctuations. 
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To review the worst-case performance over voltage we see that the 1% requirement as described by 

L2-PCS-QUA-R2 in table 8 is met considering the PCS has an output of 3kV.

 

Figure 32: Ripple vs. output voltage 

5.2.2 Efficiency 

To measure efficiency the input current of the 12V supply line was measured as well as the output 

voltage as shown in table 9. 

Pin (12V)  Load Pout  with Vemitter at 

approx. 2.5kV  

Efficiency (without steady 

state power consumption)  

0,83W  25MΩ 0.25W  25,3%  

1.12W  15MΩ 0.41W  37%  

2W  6MΩ 1,02W  51%  

3W  3,333MΩ 1,75W  58%  

Table 9: Efficiency of CPCB HVPS 

Higher loads have not been successfully tested on 2.5kV. The reason this value was selected was for 

safety as the tests were performed in a critical phase days before an integration test in London and 

those tests would only run up to 2 kV. 

 

Table 10 shows the efficiency of the first version of the CPCB and a significant improvement is made, 

mainly caused by selecting more suitable diodes. 

Pin (12V)  Load Pout with Vemitter = 2.75kV Efficiency (without steady state 

power consumption)  

0.85W  30MΩ 0.25W  29.5%  

1.39W  15MΩ 0.50W  36.4%  

2.95W  6MΩ 1.26W  42.8%  

Table 10: First CPCB HVPS efficiency 
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The results in Table 9 do not show efficiency over a factor of 3 voltage range as required by the 

specification. The efficiency requirements are not strictly met for requirement L2-PCS-FUN-R4 since 

the efficiency requirement is met from output powers of 1W and higher but no successful tests were 

performed at 3W output.  

5.3 Emitter voltage switching 

L2-PCS-FUN-R2 The PCS shall enable bipolar operation of the MTPS 

L2-PCS-FUN-R8 The PCS shall be able to operate at a frequency of up to 1 Hz 

Table 11: HVPS switching requirements 

The speed of switching between voltages is controllable in steps of 500ms and the L2-PCS-FUN-R8 

requirement can be technically met although losses are quite high with a half-period of only 500ms. 

Although dead time between polarities should not be too high, the circuit must be fully discharged 

before a different polarity HV generator is started, otherwise the sum of the residual voltage and the 

generated voltage could exceed the specifications of the FETs. Another source of delay is the gate 

voltage. As shown in chapter 4.2.1, a gate voltage generator is used to creates a voltage to open the 

FET. When this gate voltage generator is started some time is needed to create a high enough 

voltage at the gate of the FET. 

 

Figure 33: Polarity switching with an emitter voltage of 2 kV 

To prevent any possible problems liberal wait times are applied. The timings for switching from 

positive to negative (and vice versa) are: 

- Disable negative HV generator and enable positive gate voltage generator 

- 100ms 

- Discharge by enabling positive HV FET 

- 100ms 

- Disable negative HV FET 

- 100ms 

- Enable positive HV generator and disable negative gate voltage generator 

Before the extractor can be started the emitter voltage needs to be stable, meaning within 95% of its 

end value before the extractor is switched on. Figure 34 shows that reaching a stable voltage takes 

approximately another 50ms, resulting in a total switch time of 350ms. 
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Figure 34: Emitter voltage switching behavior at 2750V 

A half-period of 500ms as requirement L2-PCS-FUN-R8 states is therefore not advisable although still 

feasible. Figure 34 shows that the discharge time could be improved and also switching times are 

quite liberal and could likely be improved without negative consequences. But since the capacitive 

load of a thruster chip with ionic liquid is unknown, exact discharge requirements are unknown. For 

tests with the thruster chip a period of 10 seconds was typically used so these timings were sufficient 

and improving was not a priority. 

5.4 Extractor voltage generation 

Extractor ripple testing proves an extra challenge due to the high impedance of the extraction 

voltage generation circuit. As there is no power consumption, efficiency is not an issue and the most 

significant parameter is ripple and transient behavior. 

 

Figure 35: Vemitter (yellow) at 2,5kV and Vemitter - Vextractor (blue) at approx. 700V 

Figure 35 shows the generation of extractor and emitter voltages. The extraction voltage, formally 

the voltage difference between Vemitter and Vextractor is 700 volts. The voltage is measured using the 

buffered signal in the 5V domain of the board. 
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Figure 36: extraction voltage generation 

The generation of the extraction voltage also takes about 50ms and shows a slight overshoot which is 

not a problem. As the influence of the thruster chip on the behavior is unknown, the control 

variables can be modified. An overview of the effects has been made in advance of the final test in 

Londen and is shown in the appendices on page 75.  

5.4.1 Ripple 

The ripple at Vextractor - Vemitter is measured using blocking capacitances and an instrumentations 

amplifier to amplify the difference between Vemitter and Vextractor The results were suboptimal as the 

ripple was around 4.2Vpeak-peak which is significantly above the 1V as per specification. A possible 

culprit lies in the fact that the PWM of the ESA board microcontroller has only 8 bits resolution which 

results in a maximal control accuracy of 0.25%. Another big factor is the fact that the ripple of the 

CPCB supply is propagating into the extraction voltage. 

 

Figure 37: Extractor ripple 

A separate version of the CPCB, that has not been part of this thesis and was produced near the end 

of the microthrust project, was controlled using a separate controller chip instead of the 

microcontroller. This resulted in an extractor showing only 250mVpeak-peak indicating that the extractor 
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ripple is sufficiently compensated when using an analog chip to control HVPS. However this board 

has other issues. 

 

Figure 38: Extractor ripple using TL5001 controlled HVPS 

5.5 Electrospray thruster testing with the PCS 

At Queen Mary University in London the electrospray research group has a test setup with a vacuum 

chamber, mounting brackets and a ionic liquid feeding system where the PCS and thruster chip can 

be mounted for testing.  The vacuum chamber also contains a Faraday cup that catches the electrons 

so a current is measured when the thruster chip starts spraying. When the PCS is not connected, two 

high voltage supplies provide the voltages for testing of the thruster chip. The thruster chip has been 

produced in different versions: A single emitter, to prove the principle, and 19 and 91 emitter chips.  

 

Figure 39: Vacuum chamber with fully assembled microthrust thruster system inside 
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5.5.1 Spray results 

Figure 40 shows functional spray results from a test using a thruster chip with a single emitter.  

An imbalance is present between negative and positive current. It is not exactly known what causes 

this, but the phenomenon has been observed throughout the project. The results are stable with a 

little ripple. 

 

 

Figure 40: Single emitter, Vemitter =2kV,  Vemitter-Vextractor =880V. Half-time period: 5 seconds, large collector plate. 

  

Figure 41: test with early prototype in 2012, single emitter, polarity is inverted 

Early prototyping tests in Neuchatel, Switzerland show the same pattern. The polarities are inverted 

so the negative polarity shows a lower current as the positive polarity. The peaks are suspected to be 

switching noise. 
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Figure 42: 19 emitters, 2000V emitter, 870 Vemitter-Vextractor ,half-time period: 5 seconds, small collector cup. 

Tests using a 19 emitter array were also successful although the noise is more emphasized.  
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6 Conclusion 

In this thesis the development aspects and design of a novel, CubeSat sized, high voltage power and 

control board is described. The board creates multiple positive and negative high voltages and shows 

that, starting from 0V, within 50ms a stable voltage can be generated. The software structure and 

components are described as well as the  control methods and determination of the control 

parameters.  

Shown is that SystematICs microthrust PCS successfully delivers an alternating voltage of at least 3kV, 

depending on configuration, and can be controlled using an intuitive interface that provides 

comprehensible control for partners in the project. 

The results are mostly satisfactory although not all the requirements regarding ripple have been met, 

with the note that a mostly functional successor is created that does adhere to ripple specifications.  

The thruster chip produced by our partner EPFL in Switzerland is a novel product that is still very 

much under development. During the process of this project different iterations of chips have been 

used with various degrees of success, but final results are promising, showing that the microthrust 

thruster chip combined with the described PCS is capable of producing stable thrust.  

A paper ‘Miniaturized HV Power Supply’ was submitted to iEPC 2013 conference and awarded with a 

recommendation for outstanding paper. 

 

6.1 Contributions 

In this project I have worked in close collaboration with M. de Jong on building an innovative small 

form factor power and control board. I have identified and helped to solve the diverse array of 

problems that arise when developing a small form-factor board with controllable high voltages.  

My contribution did not consist of designing and soldering of the PCS. I did contribute in discussing 

possible improvements, testing and simulating the Royer circuit, including building a test board, 

reviewing and discussing CPCB and ESA design documents, searching for suitable components and I 

carried main responsibility for the design, implementation and testing of software for the first PCS as 

well as the successive CPCB and ESA boards and the frontend interface. Also I wrote a part of the 

paper that was submitted to the International Electric Propulsion Conference 2013 and can be found 

in Appendix H .  
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6.2 Future work 

Although the future is uncertain as funding for this project was available for a limited period only, the 

development of the thruster chip continues at EPFL and the PCS might gain traction in the future. 

Some difficulties in the current design still remain and could be addressed in future iterations. 

6.2.1 Controller 

Currently the CPCB and ESA board are both controlled using an 8-bit Atmel microcontroller which has 

a comparatively slow ADC and is not radiation-tolerant. As interest in CubeSat sized projects is 

growing, small microcontrollers might be applied that are radiation tolerant and will help guarantee 

correct operation. A rad-hard controller is already available in the FPGA domain, produced by ACTEL. 

This would significantly differ from the current controller implementation but could be a good 

alternative. 

6.2.2 ESA voltage generation 

The current extraction voltage generator is vulnerable for load changes. As shown in Appendix I the 

load is much higher than anticipated so to create a more robust extraction voltage an alternative is 

desired. An idea was posted to use a FET as ‘emitter follower’ and Vextractor  to control the gate of a 

FET. The FET will then ‘follow’ the voltage that is applied at the gate and start going off when the 

output voltage nears the gate voltage. One challenge is the fact that this is difficult to achieve for 

both polarities. 

6.2.3 Radiation testing 

Microthrust is ultimately targeted for space applications and should be radiation tested to evaluate 

the effects of radiation.  
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Appendix A  Overview of problems during PCS development 

Magnetic coupling 

During early development of the CPCB board, occasional sparks were seen when running at voltages 

above 2kV. As margins were tight, this was not totally unexpected though some attempts were made 

to find the cause. The design of the Royer circuits for positive and negative voltages were equal, as 

was the case at the first board but due to size constraints the distances between the positive and 

negative Royer circuit was reduced to about 1 mm. When testing the feedback of the circuit we 

noted that both the positive and negative were reporting a voltage, which should be impossible. Also 

when measuring the control signal it proved to be correctly controlled by the microcontroller. 

The culprit was found in the magnetic coupling of the tightly packed Royer circuits which both 

resonated on the same frequency. By changing the resonation frequency of one of the circuits the 

problem was solved. 

 

Measurements and Noise 

Noise has been an consistent problem during the project as the CPCB board features multiple 66kHz 

oscillating voltages of 2000Vpeak-peak while measurements should be accurate to a few millivolts. A 

number of filters have been added to mitigate this but not without difficulty as an unfortunate side-

effect of the ATMEGA32u4 microcontroller that is used on the CPCB board is the fact that this chip 

combines the programming header with the ADC inputs. This means that direct filters on the ADC 

signal are prohibited although the tracks for the programmer are picking up quite a lot of noise. A 

special cap was built that could be placed on the programming header when not in use. 

 

Discharge sparking 

During tests we were always very conscious of the sharp ‘tick’ of a spark occurring on the board. 

Although surprisingly often these sparks did not cause damage. 

Most notably when we tried to measure the temperature effect on the 1GΩ measurement resistor 

using cooling liquid (not conductive) which arced nonetheless, likely due to condensate. This 

temporarily created a 1:1 divider instead of 1:1000 which was not very positive for the 5V 

components on the other side. Initially a protective diode was present to prevent this but it was 

removed earlier as the measurement current was only about                and the leakage of 

the protection diode influenced the result. Eventually quite a lot of components needed to be tested 

and a few needed replacement. 
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Breakdowns of current detector 

After the first unsuccessful test in QMUL one of the components that was broken was the current 

detector. The high-side current detector was an intricate circuit that had its own floating supply 

voltage and a instrumentation amplifier to detect currents. The entire floating circuit contained a 

number of resistors and capacitors. This should not be a problem but could become a problem during 

discharge when not all the capacitors were discharged exactly equal, which was possible as not all 

capacitors and resistances were equal although calculations showed that the values were not of such 

significance that it could break down. 

After 6 attempts on making this detector more robust an alternative was coined which already came 

up during earlier discussions: a low-side current detector and the component was removed.  

 

Grounding problems during QMUL tests 

In May 2013 a PCS was finished that seemed functional and capable of controlling the microthrust 

thruster chip. However a number of failed tests followed, of which the cause was difficult to identify 

as the board stopped communicating and started sparking violently in air when trying to diagnose 

afterwards, almost as if the programming memory was corrupted. More problems were present and 

needed addressing but nonetheless this behavior was puzzling and troubling and could not be 

reproduced in the lab. 

The schematic was reviewed extensively, a lot of tests were performed and other issues were 

identified and addressed, also possible causes were (preventively) addressed to make the board 

more robust. 

In the second last test, instead of breakdown, the board stopped communicating but was still 

running. This almost certainly had to be a grounding problem and a lot of external wiring was added 

to make sure that all grounds were properly connected. The first successful test was the result.  

This leaves of course the question: how many tests were impacted by this oversight, as earlier test 

could have ended less disastrous and more informative or even successful. 

 

High vacuum problems and the Paschen curve 

What commonly is considered a vacuum has an interesting effect on breakdown voltages for arcing. 

In a pure vacuum no electrons are present to provide a conductive path. The effect of low pressure 

and electric conductivity is described in the Paschen curve which shows that the breakdown voltage 

of air in a near vacuum is significantly lower as under normal pressure. This would be disastrous for 

our PCS. In attempts to find a local site to perform vacuum tests this effect was often unknown and 

the exact pressure required (lower than one millibar) could not be guaranteed, which was one of the 

reasons that for a long time no local high vacuum testing facilities were available and is also the 
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cause of at least one destructive failure as during the first test of the CPCB and ESA board the 

vacuum was not yet perfect when an emitter voltage was generated and a spark in the vacuum 

chamber was observed by bystanders. 
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Appendix B  Full list of requirements 

This list is created by TNO. During the project some requirements were relaxed as being more 

practical for testing or from component point of view. 
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Appendix C  Heat dissipation 

During tests in the local laboratory the board is always tested in an aerial environment. This means 

that heat dissipation will happen through convection. In a vacuum environment all heat dissipation 

will depend on thermal radiation meaning that, depending on the load and the efficiency, the CPCB 

board might overheat. Although the temperature of the different components might be significantly 

higher than the overall board temperature, it is interesting to at least get an idea on average board 

temperatures. 

The radiative emissivity of a body is determined by the Stefan-Boltzmann equation which states that 

the radiation is equal to the emissivity ɛ of the material, times the Stefan-Boltzmann σ constant, 

times the fourth power of the temperature. 

                

With                   

If one takes an average constant of 0.9 for the emissivity of PCB board and a worst case 6W power 

with 50% efficiency for the CPCB board will leave 3W of dissipation. 

The size of the CPCB board is 80x80 with one side covered by the ESA board so for simplicity only 

single side dissipation is taken into account. The dissipation per m2 will be    
     

  
       .The 

temperature will then be √
    

      

 
 = 309K which is equal to 309-273 = 36 degrees Celsius, but in a 

room temperature environment this temperature can easily be much higher as the board also 

absorbs thermal radiation from the chamber wall.  

This shows that the temperature might be a factor when a large load is present and that it is 

advisable to keep this in mind during high load tests in vacuum. To account for this during our tests 

stickers were applied to certain components that would change color when the board reached high 

temperatures (e.g. 85 degrees Celcius) 
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Appendix D  Calibration table negative 

Using a high voltage power supply a voltage is injected into the system and the resulting 

measurement values are noted. The difference then is used to fill the calibration table and 

compensate for measured values. 

In (V) Out (ADC) Out (V) expected difference 

0   0 0 

98 16 91,04 20,48 -4,48 

198 36 188,3 40,96 -4,96 

298 56 285,9 61,44 -5,44 

398 76 383,5 81,92 -5,92 

498 96 481,2 102,4 -7,4 

598 117 579,2 122,88 -7,88 

698 137 677,6 143,36 -7,36 

798 157 776 163,84 -7,84 

898 177 874,6 184,32 -8,32 

998 198 973,5 204,8 -7,8 

1098 218 1073 225,28 -8,28 

1198 239 1172 245,76 -7,76 

1298 259 1271 266,24 -8,24 

1398 280 1371 286,72 -7,72 

1498 301 1471 307,2 -7,2 

1598 321 1571 327,68 -7,68 

1698 342 1672 348,16 -7,16 

1798 363 1773 368,64 -6,64 

1898 384 1874 389,12 -6,12 

1998 404 1975 409,6 -5,6 

2098 426 2076 430,08 -5,08 

2198 447 2178 450,56 -4,56 

2298 468 2280 471,04 -4,04 

2398 489 2383 491,52 -3,52 

2498 510 2485 512 -3 

2598 532 2589 532,48 -1,48 

2698 553 2693 552,96 -0,96 

2798 574 2796 573,44 0,56 

2898 596 2900 593,92 1,08 

2998 617 3004 614,4 2,6 

3098 639 3109 634,88 4,12 

3198 660 3215 655,36 4,64 

3298 682 3320 675,84 6,16 

3398 704 3425 696,32 7,68 

3498 726 3531 716,8 9,2 

3598 748 3638 737,28 10,72 

3698 769 3744 757,76 12,24 

3748 780 3798 0 13 

 

As the ADC has 10 bits, an interpolation of the ‘difference’ values gives a full coverage for all 

correction values for every ADC result. To save space and since the calibration values vary only in 

small increments, the values are grouped in sets of 4 which are then averaged, resulting in an more 

manageable array of 256 bytes. 
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Appendix E  List of commands 

The full list of commands is given in the table below. All the commands directed at the ESA are sent 

to the CPCB and will be passed to the ESA board through the serial bus. 

 CPCB COMMANDS   

increase channel A a+ 10x increase a9 

increase channel B b+  b9 

decrease channel A a- 10x decrease a* 

increase channel B b-  b* 

ON 1   

OFF 0   

start positive w   

start negative q   

get current ai   

get voltage av   

 bi   

 bv   

start switchtimer p   

halt switchtimer o   

increase sw interval (500ms) s+   

decrease sw interval (500ms) s-   

    
 ESA COMMANDS   

increase/decrease ESA channels e1p+ request voltages e1v 

 e1p-  e2v 

 e1n+  e3v 

 e1n-  e4v 

 e2p+   

 e2p-   

 e2n+   

 e2n-   

 e3p+   

 e3p-   

 e3n+   

 e3n-   

 e4p+   

 e4p-   

 e4n+   

 e4n-   

    
    
enable/disable ESA channels e1E   

 e1D   

 e2E   

 e2D   

 e3E   

 e3D   

 e4E   

 e4D   
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Appendix F  Test driven development 

One of the topics that eventually has not been incorporated in this thesis is test driven development. 

Test driven development is a form of software development where writing and designing software is 

‘driven’ by it specifications, which are enforced by iterations of writing tests, and creating software 

that complies to these tests. 

 

An often cited advantage is a reduced number of bugs and debugging time, as well as a sounder 

software design as inconsistencies are often caught during test development. Another advantage is 

the possibility of safer code refactoring as the tests help keep the software functioning correctly. 

The major disadvantage is the tests itself as they require usually more time to write than the 

software itself. 

 

Although theoretically a sound principle, test driven development is a major challenge when 

interacting with hardware as the tests are running locally and some functions rely or wait on input of 

peripherals. This can be solved by creating mock-ups that mimic some hardware functionality and 

provide inputs. 

Another microthrust specific problem is the fact that hardware has evolved during the project 

meaning a change of requirements and the change of tests alongside. 

 

In the course of this project I have looked into this topic during hours where hardware was under 

repair, or being developed, in order to find a way to incorporate unit-testing and test-driven-

development into the project. An Eclipse/Cygwin environment was set up using Unity to run tests 

and some functional tests have been written using variables with register names to mock the 

registers but eventually it was difficult to fit into the workflow. 
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Appendix G  Behavior extractor control settings 

 (a) P=2, i=1/32, (b) i=1/16 

  (a) P=1, i=1/16, (b) i=1/32 

 (a) P=2, i=1/64, (b) i=1/32 

 (a) P=2, i=1/64, (b) i=1/32 

P=8, i=1/32 
Figure 43: Tests using different control variables. 50 ms/division. 
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Figure 43 shows an excerpt of various extractor control setting at 35%, 60% and 75% of its control 

range with their corresponding control variables. The P and I factors correspond to the P and I 

variables in the controller. These tests have been performed at the buffered measurement input of 

the board so do not necessarily correspond directly to the output.  
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Appendix H  International Electronic Propulsion Conference paper
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Appendix I  Lab results using a 91 emitter thruster chip 

Figure 44 shows results for a 91 emitter array using a laboratory supply. In this configuration an 

extractor load current of 125nA is present. This is equivalent to a load of 10MΩ which is likely to 

negatively impact as shown in Figure 23 on page 35 this is controlled with a variable resistor of 500M 

which is a magnitude higher so the resistor that is intended to control the extraction voltage has little 

influence in reality.  

 

 

 

Figure 44: 91 emitter chip, using lab supply at 800 Vemitter , 0 Vextractor and 0 Vemitter  

 


